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SUB English

1. LISTENING AND SPEAKING: THE LEARNER* sings songs or rhymes with actions.
* responds to comprehension questions related to stories and poems, in home language or
*
*

English or sign language orally.
expresses verbally her / his opinion and asks questions about the characters, story line, etc, in
English or home language.
listens to English words, greetings, polite forms of expression, and responds in English /
home language like ‘How are you?’, ‘I’m fine, thank you.’ etc.
listens to short texts from children’s section of newspapers, read out by the teacher.
listens to instructions and draws a picture.

*
*
2. READING COMPREHENSION: THE LEARNER* responds to comprehension questions related to stories and poems, in home language or
English or sign language in writing.
* identifies characters and sequences of events in a story.
* reads and develops one’s own perceptions.

3. CONVENTIONS OF WRITING : THE LEARNER* composes and writes simple, short sentences with space between words.
* begins proper names and sentences with capital letters.
4. GRAMMATICAL AWARENESS: THE LEARNER* uses simple adjectives related to size, shape, colour, weight, texture such as ‘big’, ‘small’,
‘round’, ‘pink’, ‘red’, ‘heavy’, ‘light’, ‘soft’ etc.
* uses pronouns related to ‘gender’ like ‘his / her’ , ‘he / she’, ‘it’ and other pronouns like ‘this
/ that’, ‘here / there’, ‘these / those’ etc.
* uses prepositions like ‘before’, ‘between’ etc.
* understands the structure of simple sentences.

5. VOCABULARY: THE LEARNER* uses simple adjectives related to size, shape, colour, weight, texture such as ‘big’, ‘small’,
‘round’, ‘pink’, ‘red’, ‘heavy’, ‘light’, ‘soft’ etc.
* uses pronouns related to ‘gender’ like ‘his / her’ , ‘he / she’, ‘it’ and other pronouns like ‘this
/ that’, ‘here / there’, ‘these / those’ etc.
* uses prepositions like ‘before’, ‘between’ etc.

6. CREATIVE WRITING: THE LEARNER* draws or writes a few words or short sentences in response to poems and stories.
* listens to instructions and draws a picture.
* composes and writes simple, short sentences with space between words.

